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0. Introduction. 
Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group with finite centre, and let T be an involutive auto-
morphism of G. Put G .. ={x EG:T(x)=x}, and let H be a closed subgroup of G with (G1e CH CG .. ; 
here (G1e denotes the identity oomponent of G ... 
In this paper we investigate some properties of the algebra [)(X) of invariant differential operators on 
the semisimple symmetric space X = G /H. Our main results are that the action of [)(X) diagonalizes 
over the discrete part of L 2(X) (Theorem 1.5), and that the irreducible constituents of an abstract Plan-
cherel formula for X occur with finite multiplicities (Theorem 3.1). Both results are proved by using tech-
niques of Harish-Chandra adapted to the situation at hand. 
1. The action of [)(X). 
Let dx be a choice of left-invariant measure on X. Then by the left regular representation L, G acts 
unitarily on L 2(X) = L 2(X ,dx ). An irreducible subrepresentation of L is called a discrete series represen-
tation of X. The closure L}(X) of the linear span of such irreducible subrepresentations is called the 
discrete part of L 2(X). 
Let K be a T-stable maximal compact subgroup of G. Then by [5] the space L}(X) is non-trivial if 
rank (G / H)=rank (K / K nH). In [15] it is proved that this rank condition is also necessary for the 
existence of discrete series. In the proof, the assertion that every discrete series representation can be real-
ized in an eigenspace for [)(X) is basic. This assertion is related to [17, Remark following_ Lemma 9], 
where it is claimed that every formally self-adjoint operator in [)(X) is essentially self-adjoint as an 
unbounded operator in L 2(X). However the proof given in [17] is incomplete. The missing ingredients are 
provided by Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 below. 
Let g and f) be the Lie algebras of G and H respectively, U(g) the universal enveloping algebra of g's 
complexification g0 and .8 the centre of U(g). Given u EU(g), we write Lu =L(u) (resp. Ru =R(u)) for 
the infinitesimal action of u on C 00(G), induced by the left-(right-) regular representaton L (resp. R) of 
G. If u lies in the space U(g)H of AdG(H)-invariant elements of U(g), then Ru leaves the space 
C 00(G / H) invariant, and thus determines an element of [)(X), which we also denote by Ru. As is well 
known the map u 1-+ Ru induces an isomorphism of U(g)H / (U(g)H n U(g)l)) onto [)(X) (cf. [9]). More-
over, [)(X) is commutative and finitely generated as a .8-module (cf. [9] and [20, Tum. 2.2.1.1]); if G is 
classical we even have [)(X) = R (.8) ( cf. [ 10]). 
Let L 2(X)00 ={f E C 00(X); Lu/ E L 2(X) for all u E U(g)} be equipped with the topology induced 
by the seminorms 
Pu: J I-+ llLuf llL'(X) 
Then we have the following lemmas. 
(u E U(g)). 
Lemma 1.1. [)(X) maps L 2(X)00 continuously into itself. 
Lemma 1.2. Cc00(X) is dense in L 2(X)00 • 
(1) 
We shall prove Lemma 1.1 at the end of this section, and postpone the proof of Lemma 1.2 to the 
next. But first we derive the result we set out for. If D E [)(X), we define the differential operator D •, 
called the formal adjoint of D, by 
(DJ ,g) = (j ,D* g) (j ,g E Cc00(X)). 
By G-invariance of D and (· ,.) it follows that D* E[)(X). The following lemma is a straightforward 
consequence of Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2. 
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Lemma 1.3. If f ,g E L 2(X)00 , D E D(X), then (Df ,g) = (/ ,D * g ). 
The above lemma completes the proof of [17, Lemma 9], so that we have 
Lemma 1.4. If D E D(X), D =D*, then D is an essentially self adjoint operator in L 2(X) with 
operator core L 2(xr. 
Let [)s(X) = {D E D(X); D = D* }. If D E D(X), then D +D* and i(D -D*) belong to Ds(X), 
so that the real subalgebra Ds(X) spans D(X) over C. 
Remark. In view of [13, Cor 9.2], the elements of Ds(X) have mutually commuting spectral resolu-
tions. 
Theorem 1.5. L}(X) admits an orthogonal decomposition LJ(X) = '2.;~ 1 Vj ( Hilbert sum ) into 
irreducible closed G-invariant subspaces, such that D(X) acts by scalars on every Vj. 
Proof. Let V c L}(X) be a non-zero irreducible closed G-invariant subspace, and write VK for the 
subspace of K-finite vectors in V. Then .8 acts by scalars on VK c L 2(X) 00 • By Lemma 1.1 the elements 
of D(X) act as {g,K)-homomorphisms on L 2(X)00 , so that U = D(X)VK is a (g,K)-submodule of 
L 2(X)00 • It is a finite direct sum of copies of V K because. D(X) is a finite .8-module. Thus if W is the 
closure of U in L 2(X), then WK = U. Select a K-type 8EK occurring in V. Then D(X) leaves the sub-· 
space W(8) of K-finite vectors of isotopy type 8 invariant. Moreover, by Lemma 1.3, the eiements of 
Ds(X) act as self-adjoint operators on the finite dimensional space W(8). Since Ds(X) is commutative 
there exist distinct homomorphisms Xj : Ds(X) ~ IR (l:s:;;j:s:;;m), and non-trivial subspaces 
W(8)j (I:s;;;j:s:;;m) of W(8), such that W(8) = $}';, 1 W(8)j and every D EDs(X) acts by the scalar 
Xj(D) on W(8)j. Put Uj = U(g)W(8)j , ~ = c/(Uj); then (~)K = ~- Moreover, every DE Ds(X) 
acts as XJ (D).I on u1. The Xj being distinct, one easily sees that U; ..L u1 if i =I= j. Hence wt ..L ~ (i=/=j). Every U; is a finite multiple of VK, hence every wt is a finite orthogonal direct sum of 
copies of V (cf. [6, Theorem 8]). It follows that Vis contained in a finite orthogonal direct sum '2.P=i Vj 
where Vi are irreducible closed G-invariant subspaces of L 2(X), all equivalent to V, and such that D(X) 
acts by scalars on Vj (l :s:;;i :s:;;n ). The theorem now follows by an easy application of Zom's lemma; the 
ultimate decomposition is countable because L 2(X) is separable. 
Let us denote the infinitesimal involution corresponding to T: G ~ G by the same symbol. Thus f), 
the Lie algebra of H, equals the + 1 eigenspace of T: g ~ g. The Cartan involution 0, associated with K, 
commutes with T, and we have a direct sum decomposition 
9 = (fnq) E9 (fnl)) E9 (pnq) E9 (pnl)), (2) 
where p and q are the -1 eigenspaces of 0 and T respectively. Fix a maximal abelian subspace apq of pnq, 
and let /1 = 11(g,apq) be its restricted root system. Then /1 is a (possibly non-reduced ) root system (cf. 
[18]). If aE/1, we write g« for the corresponding root space. Select a system /1 + of positive roots in 11, and 
put: 
n = ~ g«, n = ~ g-a, (3) 
ae.!1+ aea+ 
Since T and 0 both leave apq invariant, the centralizer I of apq in g admits the decomposition 
[ = Ikq $[kh $ Opq $ ~h (4) 
subordinate to (2). We will frequently use notations like Ih = In{), etc. Since TO = I on apq , TO leaves 
every root space g« (aE/1) invariant, and we have corresponding decompositions 
g« = gi E9 g~ 
3 
in + 1 and -1 eigenspaces. We put 
(5) 
Thus, if A+= 0, then Opq is central in the reductive subalgebra g+ = g.,.e of g. If A+ =I= 0, one has the 
obvious identifications A+ = A(g+,Opq), gi = gang+ (aEA+). Now put 
and Apt = exp( op~). If A+ = 0 this should be interpreted as op~ = Opq. 
Let 0> be the collection of positive systems P for A, satisfying P n A+ = A+ n A+· If P E 0>, then 
op~(P) = { Y E opq; a(Y~>O for all a E P } is contained in oP~' and 
cl(op~) = LJ cl( Op~(P)). (6) 
p E '!JI. 
Moreover, we put n(P) = ~aEP g-a, and write qjt(P) for the ring of functions Apq ~ IR generated by 1 
and 
a-a = e-aloga (aEP). 
Clearly, the elements of g\,{P) are bounded on Apt(P) = exp(op~(P)). 
Given any subsets of g, we let U(s) (resp. S(s)) denote the complex subalgebra generated by 1 and 
s of U(g) (resp. of the symmetric algebra S(s) of gc). 
Proposition 1.6. Let D E U(g), P E 0>. Then there exist f; E qjt(P), ~; E U(n(P)), u; E U(l), 
1/; E U (f}) (l ,,;;;;;;i ,,;;;;;;/), such that for all a EApq we have: 
I 
D = ~ f;(a) ~r u;11;. 
i=I 
Proof. One easily checks that g admits the direct sum decomposition 
g = n(P) El) Iq El) f}. 
Hence, by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, U(g) = U(n(P))U(l)U(f}). The assertion follows from 
this decomposition and the observation that X_a =a-a Ad(a-1)(X-a), for X_a E g-a {aEP) and 
a EApq· 
Proposition 1.7. Let fJ E [)(X). Then there exist a constant C>O and vj E U(g) (l,,;;;;;;j,,;;;;;;J), such 
that for all </> E C00(X) we have: 
I D<P(x > I ,,;;;;;; c. max I 4 <P(x) I J,,;;,j,,;;,J J (x EX). (7) 
Proof. We have fJ = Rv for some D E U (g)H. By the Cartan decomposition 
G = K cl(Apt) H 
(cf. [4, Theorem 4.1]) it suffices to prove (7) for x EK cl(Apt), and since (6) is a finite union, it even 
suffices to prove (7) for x E K cl(Apt(P)), with P E 0> fixed. By Proposition 1.6 there exist wn E U(g), 
and f n E qjt(P) (l ,,;;;;;;n ,,;;;;;;N), such that 
" N 
Rv</>(a) = ~ fn(a) [L(wn)</>](a), 
n=I 
4 
for all 4' E C 00(G / H), a E Apq· Let P], ... , v1 b.e a basis for the linear subspace of U(g) spanned by 
{ (wn f; 1 o;;;n .,.;;;.N, k EK}, and define functions m~ : K ~ C by 
Then 
whence 
J 
(wnf = ~ m£(k)vj. 
j=I 
RD<P(ka) = L(k- 1)(RD4')(a) = RD(L(k- 1)4')(a) 
N 
= ~fn(a) [L(wn)L(k- 1)!/>](a), 
n=I 
N J 
RD<P(ka) = ~ ~ fn(a) m£(k) [ L(vj)!/> ](ka). 
n=I j=I 
Now them£ are bounded on K, whereas the fn are bounded on cl(Ap~(P)). This proves (7). 
Lemma 1.1 now follows easily from Proposition 1.7 and the fact that LuD = DLu for all u E U(g). 
2. Density of Cc00(X) in L 2(X)00 • 
In this section we prove Lemma 1.2, following closely the ideas of Harish-Chandra [8, §13] (cf. also 
[19, p.342] ). Let a6 : G ~ [O,oo) be the function defined by 
I 
aG(kexpY) = llYll = [- B(Y,lJY)] 2 • 
fork EK, Y E.):J. Recall that a6 is bi-K-invariant and continuous; a6 (e) = 0, a6 (x)>O for x f/.K, and if 
XJ!E G, thena6 (x) = a6 (x- 1)and: 
(cf. [19, p.320]). 
The map K X (.):Jnq) X (.):Jn{))~ G,(k,Y,Z) ~kexpYexpZ is a diffeomorphism ( [4, Proof of Tum. 
4.1]). We define ax: G ~ [O,oo) by ax(k exp Y exp Z) = llYll (kEK, YE.):Jnq, ZE.):Jn{J). From the 
Cartan decomposition H = (H nK) exp(.):Jn{J), one easily deduces that 
ax(kah) = lllog a II, 
fork EK, a EApq• h EH. 
Proposition 2.1. The function "x is continuous, and left K- and right H-invariant; 
ax(e) = 0, ox(x )>0 if x f/.KH, and if x EG, y EG, then 
ox(Tx) = ox(x), 
ox(xy).,.;;;. oG(x) + ox(Y). (8) 
Proof. The first assertions are obvious by what we said above. The first formula follows from the fact 
that the decomposition G = K exp(.):J n q) exp(-IJ n {J) is T-invariarlt, whereas ,. acts as - I on .):Jn q. For-
mula (8) follows from a reasoning similar to the one in [14, Lemma 2.31]. We give it for the sake of 
completeness. 
Fix a maximal abelian subspace oph of f,h and put op = Opq E9 oph , AP = exp Op . Let 
x EKaK,_y EKbH (a EAP, b EApq)· Then o6 (x) = lllog a II, ox(Y) = lllog b II, and xy EKaKbH. Also 
xy EKcH for some c EApq. It folows that eh = k 1ak2b for certain h EH, k "k2 EK. Hence 
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h = c- 1k 1ak2b = ck[a"k2b- 1, so that c2 = k 1ak2b 2(k2)- 1(a)- 1(k[)- 1• Hence 
21llogcll = oG(c2) = oG(ak2b2(k2)- 1(a)- 1).;;;;; oG(a) + oG(a) + 2lllogbll. The estimate (8) now fol-
lows from the obvious fact that lllog a"ll = lllog a II. · 
We also view ox as a function on X, and for t>O we define Bx(t) = { xEX; ox(x).;;;;; t}. Then 
Bx(t) is compact in X, for every t>O. 
Lemma 2.2. Let £>0. Then there exist left K-invariant functions 1/t1 ECc00(X), such that: 
(i) 0 .;;;;; l[t, (x) .;;;;; 1 (t >0,x EX), 
(ii) l[t, = 1 on Bx(t) and supp (1/t,) k Bx(t +£) (t >0), 
(iii) if u E U(g), then there exists a Cu >0 such that: 
(all t >0). 
Proof. Fix lftECc00(K \ G / K) such that supp 1/t k BG(£/ 4) = {x EG; oG(x).;;;;; £/ 4}, such that 
l[t(x) = 1/t(x- 1) for all x EG, and such that J; #g)dg = 1 (where some choice of Haar measure for G 
has been made ). Moreover, let Xt be thg characteristic function of the set Bx(t +-}£), and put 
l[t, = lft*Xt, i.e. l[t,(x) = J; l[t(g)Xt(g- 1x)dg (x EX). Then the 1/t1 satisfy the assertions. In fact, (i) is 
obvious, (ii) follows fro~ BG(i£) Bx(t +-}£) k Bx(t +i£) (cf (8)). Finally (iii) follows from 
Lulftt = (Rulft) * Xt• 
Proof of Lemma 1.2. Fix a seminorm Pu (u EU (g)), and let { l[t,} be as in Lemma 2.2. Then just as in 
(19, Tum 2, p.343] it follows that Pu(lftd-f) ~Oas t ~ + oo, for every f EL2(Xr. 
3. Finite multiplicity theorems. 
Since G is of type I (cf. [6]), the left regular representation L of G on L 2(X) has a direct integral 
decomposition 
$ J .,,a d µ.(a), (9) 
G 
where d µ is some Borel measure on the unitary dual G of G, equipped with its usual Borel structure ( cf. 
e.g. [12]). The .,,a are multiples of aEG of possibly infinite multiplicity m(a,.,,a). The main result of this 
section is: 
Theorem 3.1. For almost every a EG we have m(a,.,,a)<oo. 
Remark. In particular this implies that every discrete series representation of G / H occurs with finite 
multiplicity in L}(G / H). 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we need some results of [16], which we now briefly describe. 
If 'IT is a unitary representation of G in a separable Hilbert space :JC = :JC,,, we write X'° for the space 
of C 00-vectors in '.}4 equipped with its usual Sobolev topology (i.e. the topology defined by seminorms as 
in (1) ). An element~ of the topological dual X- 00 of X'° is said to be a generalized cyclic vector if cj>=O 
is the only element of X'° satisfying 8( 'IT(g )cJ>) = 0 for all g E G. Thus, the Dirac measure 8eH of 
6 
X=G /Hat eH is a generalized cyclic vector for (L,L2(X)). The decomposition (9) induces a decompo-
sition 
(B 
5eH = J 13'1 dµ(a) 
6 
in the sense of [16, Corollary CJ.]. Here the 13'1 are generalized cyclic vectors in X' = X,,.·. They are 
uniquely determined for almost. every aEG; since 5en is ff-invariant, the /3'1 must therefore be H-
invariant for almost every a. 
A unitary representation '1T together with a generalized cyclic vector t: is called a cyclic pair. Such a 
cyclic pair has a canonical realization on a left G-invariant Hilbert subspace V.,, of the space 6D'(G) of 
distributions on G, with the G-action induced by the left regular representation of G on Cc00(G). The 
isomorphism T: X,,. ~ V.,, is defined by 
Tu (4') = t:('1T(4' ')u ), 
for u Ex,,., q, E Cc00(G). Here q,'(x) = q,(x- 1). Obviou~ly t: is H-invariant iff v.,, c 6D'(G I H). We 
conclude: 
Proposition 3.2. For almost every a E G, 'IT" has a canonical realization on a Hilbert subspace va of 
6D'(G I H). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let xa: 3 ~ C be the infinitesimal character of a E G, and let t: E K be a 
K -type occurring in a. Then the space va(t:) of K-finite vectors of type t: in va is contained in 
6D/(G / H;xa) = (u E 6D'(G / H)(t:); L2 u = x'1(Z)u for all Z E ,S}. By an application of the elliptic 
regularity theorem as in [19, Proof of Thm. 7.8, p.310] it follows that the elements of 6D:(G / H;xa) are 
real analytic functions. Therefore this space will also be denoted by Ai G / H ;xa). In the remainder of 
this section we will prove that dimcAlG / H;XX) is bounded by a finite number dim(t:)2[W(<I>):W(<I>0)] 
involving the index of one Weyl group in another (Corollary 3.10). Hence 
m (a,'IT") .;;;;; dim(t:f[W(<I>): W(<I>o)], 
for almost all a E G. 
For the sake of completeness we list the following lemma which is proved along similar lines. 
Lemma 3.3. Let '1T be an irreducible unitary representation of G in a Hilbert space X. Then the space 
cx:-oo)H of H-fixed distribution vectors has finite dimension over c. 
Remark. For other results concerning H -fixed distribution vectors related to the Plancherel formula 
we refer the reader to [2, 3, 11 ]. 
Th~ remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Corollary 3.8. Recall the definitions (3) and 
(4) of n and Ikq· 
Proposition 3.4. The algebra g splits into a direct sum of vector subspaces 
g = n E!Hkq ffi apq EEl I}. (10) 
Proof. If a E 6. = 6.(g,apq), then T(ga) = g-a. It is easily seen that the map 
Ih X n ~ I}, (X, Y) 1-+ X + Y + TY is bijective and so n- $ Ih ffi n = n- $ I}. The assertion now 
follows from the obvious decomposition g = n - $ Ikq $ apq $ Ih $ n. 
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_ Extend apq to a Cartan subalgebra a of g, and let tP = Ll(gc ,ac ). Then restriction of 
tP = { aEtP; ajapq =I= O} to apq gives all of Ll, and we may .select a system tP+ of positive roots for tP 
which is compatible with Ll +. 
' If a E Ll+ na + (cf. (5)), we define f Lgi: Apt ~ IR by 
Moreover, if a E Ll +, g'2 =I= 0, we put 
for a E}q. Let qr+ be the algebra of functions Apt ~ IR generated by 
j'J; gi, j - , g~ (aELl+ nJ!l + ; /JELl+, g~ =f= 0), and let 1fbe the ring generated by 1 and <j+. 
Proposition 3.5. Let XaEgi (or Eg'2). Then there exist f 1' f 2 E <j+, such that for all a EAPt one 
has: 
(11) 
Proof. If XaEgi, then TXa=OXa and one easily checks (11) to hold with f 1=fi,f2=gi. On the 
other hand, if XaEg'2, then TXa=-(}Xa and (11) holds withf1=f'2 ,f2=g'2. 
Let <Po={aEtP; ajapq =O}. Then tP0 =Ll(Ic,ac), and tP0+ =<P0 ntP+ is a system of positive roots for tP0• 
Put p(tP)=t~aa (summation over tP+), p(tPo)=t~aa (aEtP0+), nc(tP)=~agg (aEtP+), 
nc(tPo)=~agg (aEtPo+), nc(tP)=~a9c-a (aEtP+), etc. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem we have 
direct sum decompositions 
U(g) = {nc(tP)U(g) + U(g)nc(tP)} E9 S(a), 
U(I) = {nc(tPo)U(I) + U(I)nc(tPo)} EB S(a). 
Let y and Yo be the corresponding projections U(g) ~ S(a) and U(I) ~ S(a). Given A.Ea;, let T.,.. 
denote the automorphism of S(a) determined by 
T.,..(H) = H - A.(H) (H Eac), 
and put y = T p(<l>) 0 'Yl3 , Yo= T p(<l>o) 0 Yol3(I); here 3(I) denotes the centre of U (I). Thus y is Harish-
Chandra's canonical isomorphism of 3 onto the algebra J(a) of elements in S(a) which are invariant 
under the Weyl group W(tP) of the root system tP. Similarly, Yo is the canonical isomorphism of 3(I) onto 
the algebra J 0(a) of W(tPo)-invariant elements in S(a). Let p.: U(g) ~ U(I) be the projection 
corresponding to the decomposition 
U(g) = (nU(g) + U(g)n) E9 U(I). 
One easily checks that y0°ji.=y, and that P.13 is an algebra homomorphism of 3 into 3(I). 
Proposition 3.6. If Z E 3, then 
Z - p.(Z) E nU(g). 
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Proof. Let ZE.8. Then Z-ft(.Z) is contained in the_centralizer of apq in nU(g)+U(g)n, which by 
the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem must be contained in nU(g)n. 
Now let v 1-+ 'v be the automorphism of U(l) determined by X=X-t tr(ad(X)ln) for XEI, and let 
v 1-+ v' denote its inverse. One easily checks that y0(Z)='y0(Z) for Z E.8({). Defining µ: .8 1-+ .8({) by 
µ(Z)='ft(.Z) for Z E.8, we thus obtain a commutative diagram 
J(o) c ________ ,. I 
0
(o) 
.Y Yo 
µ 
.8 ~-~-----;ii. .8(1) 
In particularµ maps .8 isomorphically into .8(1), and .8(1) becomes a .8-module in this way. By .transpor-
tation of [20, Tum. 2.1.3.6] we obtain the following well known version of [7, Lemma 5]. Put 
r =[W(<I>): W(<I>o)]. 
Lemma 3.7. There exist r elements v1=1,vi,. ... , vr of .8(1) such that the y0(vj) (Ios;;;jos;;;r) are 
homogeneous, and such that every element v E.8(1) can be written uniquely in the form 
v = ~ µ(Zj)vj 
J,,;;;,j,,;;;,r 
with zj E.8. Moreover, deg (v)=deg (Zj)+deg (vj) (Ios;;;jos;;;r). 
Lemma 3.8. Let D EU(g). Then there exist a D0EU(fnl)(~: 1 ,,;;;,j,,;;;,r .8v'j)U(f)) and finitely many 
f; E<iI', ~; E U(f), '1/; E(~I,,;;;,j,,;;;,r.8v'j )U({j) (1 os;;;i .;;;;/), such that 
(i) D = Do + ~ f;(a)~f- 1'1/; for all a EAP;; 
l~i:s;;;,/ 
(ii) deg (D0) .;;;; deg (D ), deg(~;) + deg ('1/;) .;;;; deg (D) (1 os;;;i os;;;I); 
(iii) D _ D0 mod nU(g). 
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on deg (D).For deg (D)=O the lemma is trivial. Thus, let 
deg (D)=m >0, and assume that the lemma has been proved already for deg (D)<m. From (10) it fol-
lows that there exists a D* EU(Ikq)U(apq)U({))nU(g)m (where U(g)m denotes the set of elements of 
degree os;;;m ), such that 
D - D* En U(g)m-1· (12) 
Now put 
(13) 
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with Qn EU(Ikq), Hn EU(apq), Wn EU(f)), deg (Qn)+ deg (Hn)+ deg (Wn) ~ m (l~n ~N). Since 
Hn E.8(I), we may apply Lemma 3.7 to Hn and thus obtain an, expression 
r 
Hn = ~ ii(Zn,j)v'j, (14) 
j=I 
with zn,j E.8, deg (Zn,j)+deg (v'j)=deg (Zn,j)+deg (vj)=deg (Hn)= deg (Hn). Now fix n,j for the 
moment, put d =deg (Zn,j) and consider the expression 
Qn (Zn,j - ii(Zn,j))v'j Wn. (15) 
- - - -
Here Zn,j -ii(Zn,j)EnU(g)d-1· Since Ik__q normalizes n, we have Qn nU(g)d-I CnU(g)s with 
s =deg (Qn)+d-1, and so (15) belongs to nU(g)m-I· Hence by (12), (13) en (14), the element 
N 
Do= ~ QnZn,jv'j Wn 
n=I 
satisfies the requirement (iii). Moreover, clearly deg {P0)~deg (D) and D 0 EU(fnI)('2.f= 13v'i)U(f)). 
Thus it suffices to prove the lemma with D 0=0 for D EnU(g)m-h and without loss of generality we may 
further assume that D =O(XJD with D EU(g)m-h aEd+ and XaEgi or XaEg~. Using the decomposi-
tion ( 11) we then obtain 
-J - -
D = f 1(a)(Xa + 0Xa)0 D + f2(a) {D(Xa + TXa) + D}, 
with D =[Xa+TXa,DJEU(g)m-I· Applying the induction hypothesis to D and D and keeping in mind 
that ~ is an ideal in '?I' and that Apq centralizes f n I we obtain the desired result. 
Given a finite dimensional representationµ of Kin a vector space E, we write C(G,E,µ) for the 
space of continuous functions <[>: G ""' E that are left µ-spherical, i.e. 
<f>(kx) = µ(k )<f>(x ), 
for all x E G, k EK. If x: 3 ""' C is an infinitesimal character, we write A ( G / H, E ,µ,x) for the space of 
real analytic right H -invariant functions <f> E C(G ,E ,µ) satisfying 
Lz<f> = x(Z)<f> · (16) 
for all Z E.8. By an application of the elliptic regularity theorem as in [19, Thm. 7.8, p. 310] it follows 
that the elements of A ( G / H, E ,µ,x) are in fact real analytic. 
Lemma 3.9. Let µ be a finite dimensional representation of K in E, and let x: 3 ""' C be an infini-
tesimal character. Then 
dime A (G / H ,E ,µ,x)~dim (E).[W(4') : W(4'o)]. 
Proof. Fix a EAP~ and define the linear map C\f: A (G / H ,E ,µ,x) °"'Er (r =[W(4') : W(4'0)]) by 
'V{<f>)=([R(v';)<f>](a))[=i· The lemma will follow once we have shown that CV is injective. Thus, let 
<f>EA(G / H,E,µ,x), and suppose 'V{<f>)=O. By Lemma 3.8, every D EU(g) can be written as 
I r 
D = ~ ~ fij(a)~f-'Zijv'j mod U(g)f), 
i=I j=I 
where fij E §; ~ij EU (f), Zij E ,8. Thus 
(RD<f>)(a) = '2.i,jfij(a) x(Zij)µ(~ij)[R(v'j)<f>J(a)=O. 
By analyticity of <f> this implies <f>=O. 
Remark. Of course by essentially the same proof an analogous result holds for 3-finite, (µ1>p,i)-
spherical functions G ""' E, if P.1>P-2 are commuting representations of K and H respectively in a finite 
dimensional•vector space E ( cf. also [7, Lemma 8]). 
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Given a finite dimension~ irreducible representation f.EK, and an infinitesimal character x, we write 
A(G / H,x) for the space of right H-invariant real analytic· functions G ~ C satisfying (16), and 
A,( G / H ,x) for the subspace of K -finite elements of type f.. 
Corollary 3.10. If f.EK, x an infinitesimal character, then 
dime A,(G / H ,x) .;;;; dim (£)2.[W(~) : W(~o)]. (17) 
Proof. Let E be the space of the left K -finite functions of type f. in L 2(K), and let µ be right regular 
representation of K restricted to E. Then there exists a natural bijective linear map 
P: A.(G / H,x) ~ A(G / H,E,µ,x); if cpEA.(G / H,x), then P(cp) is given by 
P('cp)(x)(k)=cp(kx) (x EG / H, k EK). Hence (17) follows from Lemma 3.9 and the fact that 
dim (E)=dim (£)2. 
Some final remarks. Let .;. be an irreducible unitary representation of G in a Hilbert space X, and let 
cpE(X- 00)H. Given a K-type £EK occuring in X, and u EX(£), we may form the matrix coefficient 
m.p,u = cp('1T(x- 1)u). 
One easily checks that m.p,u satisfies the system (16), where x is the infinitesimal character of '1T; hence 
the associated spherical funct~on f =p(m<J>,u) does. Now in [7] it is shown that from a result like Lemma 
3.8 one may derive a system of differential equations for F=(j,R(v'2)f, ... ,R(v'r)f) on Ap;(P) 
(P E0>, cf. (6)), which has simple singularities in the sense of [l, Appendix]. Therefore the m.p,u have con-
verging series expansions very similar to those for K ~finite matrix coefficients of admissible representa-
tions. In another paper we will discuss such results in more detail. 
Aknowledgement. I would: like to thank Prof. G. van Dijk for suggesting some shortcuts in the origi-
nal proofs, as well as other improvements. 
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